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Abstract:
Memory corruption attacks have been a primary vector of cyber-attacks against computer systems for the past few decades. Complete memory safety techniques that provide spatial and temporal safety properties have been proposed in the community, but they incur large performance overhead to legacy languages such as C/C++. As a result, there has been a race in the community to create lightweight, compatible, and effective memory corruption defenses. In this talk, we evaluate two such defensive paradigms called Code Pointer Integrity (CPI) and Control Flow Integrity (CFI). We show that an attacker can bypass CPI’s enforcement mechanism using information leakage attacks. We also show that the inaccuracies of static analysis make CFI bypassable in practice, and demonstrate attacks against real-world applications. Further, we build an automated tool to find such vulnerabilities, and evaluate the exposure of popular applications to CFI bypasses. Finally, we describe a lightweight defense that mitigates the impact of information leakage attacks by frequently re-randomizing the layout of memory at runtime. Our evaluations on standard benchmarks indicate that runtime re-randomization incurs a low performance overhead (~2% on average).